
CHOSEN 621 

Chapter 621 

 

Viviana’s lips twitched, but before she could speak, Jonah started grilling her. 

 

“What are you planning to gift Chloe for her wedding?” he asked. 

 

Only then did everyone else in the room remember Chloe’s existence, and all eyes turned to her. 

 

Chloe was sitting there, cool as a cucumber, her demeanor hadn’t changed one bit, calm and detached. 

Her head was slightly bowed, her lips curled into an almost imperceptible smirk, sending a chill down 

everyone’s spine. 

 

Viviana was caught off guard when Jonah suddenly shifted the topic to Chloe. After a moment of silence, 

she stuttered out her thoughts, “Dad, aren’t we supposed to be discussing Keira’s wedding today? Chloe 

isn’t even engaged yet, we can talk about this when the time comes.” 

 

Nick’s eyebrows were furrowed and Carolina, hoping to discuss shares, saw his mood deteriorating. This 

left her less confident about the upcoming discussion. 

 

“Absolutely, we should prioritize Keira’s wedding now. Why are you thinking about things that are still 

uncertain?” Carolina said. 

 

Jonah slammed his cane on the ground, creating a thud, “I want to hear it! What’s she planning for 

Chloe’s wedding gift? Or should I ask, what does she have left to give?” 

 

His voice was deep and powerful; the low growl sent vibrations through everyone’s eardrums. 

 

Viviana retracted her shoulders and closed her eyes; as Jonah’s voice made her tense up. No one dared 

to speak; only the sound of Jonah’s angry panting echoed in the room. 

 



She sneaked a peek at Jonah, only to find him glaring at her. She quickly looked away, swallowed, and 

finally spoke, “I have an apartment in the suburbs, a restaurant, and a clothing store.” 

 

Viviana’s voice trailed off. 

 

“Why’d you stop?” Jonah asked, his eyes still on her.  

 

“That’s all have.” Viviana bit her lip. 

 

“You dare to say that’s all?!” Jonah was livid. “You’ve been a good stepmother all these years, treating 

Chloe well, always careful to be on your best behavior. But when it comes to family inheritance, your 

true colors show, right? You claim to be kind to Chloe! You’re generous with your own daughter, even 

willing to give her the entire Summers‘ family fortune, but Chloe gets scraps. You’re so stingy with her. 

Your deceit over the years is laid bare now, have you ever thought how you’d face the world if this got 

out?” 

 

Shameless people never realized how shameless they were! 

 

Seeing Jonah so angry, Viviana was both scared and aggrieved, “Dad, you’ve been watching all these 

years, when have I ever been unfair to Chloe? Since married into this family, she’s been against me, 

treating me badly, bullying Keira even more! I’ve been biting my tongue to avoid causing trouble. 

Everyone has their limits, I never said I liked Chloe, she harbors resentment, and so do I. As a 

granddaughter of the Summers, Chloe’s had a carefree life, everything handed to her on a silver platter. 

What about Keira and me? We come from a decent family too, I brought my daughter into this, bearing 

the stigma, enduring people’s scorn. Now, I just want to fight for a bit for Keira, is that too much to 

ask?” 

 

Chapter 622 

 

“You Jonah said. 

 

“Keira is married into the Olson family, and the Olson Group has helped Pulse Entertainment numerous 

times. We will also need the support in the future! What’s all this material gain in comparison Viviana 

said 



 

Keira felt awkward standing there Jonah’s rage was evidently boiling over. If she didn’t say anything 

now, she’d definitely upset her father. 

 

She glanced at the ever so calm Chloe, gritted her teeth, and whispered, “Mom can live without those. 

Lance won’t treat me unfairly. After all, Chloe is the eldest, we should consider her first” 

 

Viviana frowned, her gaze expressing her disapproval of Keira. However, Keira acted obedient and 

smart, like a wronged victim, which made Chloe sneer 

 

even more.  

 

She even laughed out loud. Her light laughter made Jonah feel even more humiliated. 

 

Everyone turned to look at her. She was leaning against the couch, slowly lifting her hea. Her elegant 

face adorned with a faint smile, but her eyebrows held an intimidating frost. 

 

She began to speak, “I remember the apartment in the suburbs being quite run down. That restaurant is 

about to go bust, isn’t it?” Viviana frowned, “Didn’t we leave you a clothing store? That store makes a 

steady profit every year.” 

 

Chloe laughed coldly, “Those clothes in the store, over the years, were made with fabrics from our own 

factory! Now you’ve given me a store that appears profitable, but the factory goes to Keira. Once you 

 

cut off the fabric supply, the clothing store will go under! If the store is closed, you guys will take over, 

or establish your own store. After all the twists and turns, it’s still yours! Ms. Reeves, even though I’m 

young, you can’t take me for a fool! You and your daughter think everyone else is stupid. Do you think I 

can’t see through your little schemes?” 

 

Viviana’s face turned unnatural, “I didn’t think that far. It’s you who sees everyone else as so sinister!” 

 

A 



 

Chloe raised an eyebrow, uncrossed her legs, and stood up from the couch. She looked down at Carolina 

and Nick, “You two haven’t said a word, do you agree with Ms. Reeves‘ arrangement?” 

 

Carolina had been frowning all along, and now her face looked even grimmer, “You’re set on ruining 

Pulse Entertainment and the Summers family, you’re so smart, don’t you know what I’m thinking? Why 

do you have to force me to spell it out?” 

 

Chloe appeared all too unsurprised, and she turned to Nick, “The one who turned Viviana into a mistress 

was you. Of course, she also seduced and volunteered. Since Viviana willingly played the role of the 

home wrecker, she deserves the blame. Don’t portray yourself as a victim and have the audacity to 

demand compensation here! You left me with a run–down apartment, a failing restaurant, and a 

clothing store. And you gave Keira thirty million, two high–end apartments downtown, a villa in the 

suburbs, not to mention, a coffee shop, a nightclub, a yoga studio, a beauty salon, a jewelry store, a 

factory, and a luxury car. Viviana, you’ve crossed the line.” 

 

When Chloe compared the gifts given to the two, Carolina’s face started to turn awkward, 

 

This comparison did indeed sound quite embarrassing. 

 

Chapter 623 

 

“Whatever, just give Chloe another luxury apartment and hand over the factory to her too!” Carolina 

said. 

 

“What?! Mom, this isn’t fair! It’s not fair to us!” Viviana screeched upon hearing Carolina’s suggestion, 

which earned her a harsh glare from her. 

 

However, Chloe surprisingly interjected, “I don’t want anything from the Summers family!” 

 

Viviana’s face immediately lit up. Jonah quickly retorted, “Chloe, don’t be ridiculous!” 

 



Chloe ignored them, continuing, “I just want what my mother left for me! So whether it’s the old 

apartment buildings, restaurants, clothing stores, or the two luxury apartments and villa, and the coffee 

shop, nightclub, yoga studio, beauty salon, jewelry store, factory, and other restaurants, supermarkets, 

bookstores. You guys won’t get a dime!” 

 

Chloe’s last sentence was filled with cold determination, leaving everyone shivering and at a loss for 

words. 

 

Viviana’s expression froze instantly. 

 

Then, Chloe picked up her bag, looked at the group of people who all had the same shocked expression, 

and sneered, “I’m really curious. Viviana, when did you become so capable? In just a few years, you’ve 

amassed so many businesses, and they’re remarkably similar to what my mother left me! But that’s 

beside the point. I bet the Olson family will be thrilled with this gift. The Summers family is very 

generous, showering their daughter with so many gifts.” 

 

Viviana looked panic–stricken, her eyes pleading for help from Carolina, “Carolina…“– 

 

The things given to Keira were actually all from Yasmine’s stores. And she had already tipped off 

Lauretta! 

 

If Chloe didn’t allow it, where would she get so many things from? Wasn’t it agreed that they would 

transfer those things from the lawyer when the time was right? 

 

Carolina frowned at Chloe, “Your mother was a member of the Summers family. After her death, 

everything she left behind naturally belongs to the family. I have the right to arrange those things!” 

 

“Then you can talk directly to the lawyer.” Chloe retorted coldly and stood up to leave. 

 

“Mom, this…” Viviana said.  

 



“Oh, by the way.” Chloe suddenly remembered something, turned around and told Viviana, “The total 

profit from these stores under my mother’s name for the past eight years, you’d better return all of it to 

me on my wedding day. Don’t miss a penny.” 

 

Viviana almost slid off the sofa. The profit from so many stores over eight years was astronomical. 

 

She had been splurging these past few years. Carolina also took a lot of money to make up for Pulse 

Entertainment’s deficit. The money she had now was what she barely managed to keep. How could she 

give it all to Chloe?! 

 

Even if she gave it, it wouldn’t be enough! 

 

Viviana said, “No, no! Many of my stores are losing money. I’ve been making money on one hand and 

subsidizing the losing stores on the other. I haven’t made any money. What can I give you?” 

 

“Really? But the police can check these things.” Chloe said. 

 

Finally, completely ignoring the displeasure on Carolina and Viviana’s faces, Chloe laughed easily and 

emphasized her previous words with profound meaning, “Remember, on my wedding day, you should 

return everything you owe me. It’s a massive amount of money.” 

 

Chapter 624 

 

Upon hearing this, Viviana’s eyes glinted and she clamped her mouth shut, saying no more. 

 

“Hold up!” Carolina suddenly shouted as soon as she saw Chloe about to leave. 

 

Chloe raised an eyebrow, her gaze icy, “Carolina, anything else?” 

 

Carolina looked even more pissed off than Viviana, “Your mother didn’t bring any wedding gifts when 

she married into the Summers family. Without the Summers supporting her, she wouldn’t have the 

wealth she has now.” 



 

“You’re still hung up on that?” Chloe coldly interrupted her. “I’ve told you guys, stop nitpicking. Carolina, 

it only makes you look more shameless. My mother had no gifts, but what did your precious Summers 

family ever give her? You know damn well what state the Summers family was in when she married in. 

Without my mom, Pulse Entertainment would’ve tanked, the Summers would’ve been bankrupt, and 

you guys wouldn’t be here talking big.” With that, she turned her sight to Viviana and Keira, her face full 

of indifference, Viviana, your timing to get pregnant is just impeccable! You distanced yourself from the 

Summers when they were down and out, and when they were doing better, you got pregnant again.” 

 

Chloe scanned the entire villa, letting out a sarcastic chuckle, “My mother worked her ass off to keep 

this family together, and now what she left is supporting you and your daughter, and you even want to 

take everything she has.” 

 

She slowly turned to Viviana, her voice cold as ice, “Viviana, you really aren’t afraid of karma after all the 

shit you’ve pulled?” 

 

“You…” Viviana was left red–faced and speechless, trying to retort but was cut off by Chloe again. 

 

! 

 

“It seems my mom and I were destined to encounter home wreckers like you and your daughter. The 

Summers family gets rich, and you rise to power. The Olson family gets rich, and your daughter rises to 

power.” Chloe said. 

 

Chloe’s words grew more and more sarcastic. Her and her mother were indeed like two peas in a pod, 

their fates so eerily similar. 

 

She continued, “We’re no match for your cunning, but don’t you ever dream that you’ll enjoy the wealth 

and power we brought. You’ll be kicked out of the Summers and Olson families sooner or later.” 

 

Viviana and Keira were left with nowhere to hide, their faces red with embarrassment. 

 

Viviana said, “Chloe, you think you’re all that? Pulse Entertainment may be in a slump now, but it won’t 

always be down. The Olson family has a huge fortune, you really think you’re gonna affect them? And…” 



 

Chloe cut her off once more, continuing her tirade, “And, your precious Keira is the famous Rosanna, 

who’s about to compete in Fragrance Frenzy, and she’s bound to beat me! As long as she beats me, not 

only will Pulse Entertainment recover, but the Olson family will reach even greater heights. Then you 

guys can rule everything and do whatever they want. Right?” 

 

Chloe knew exactly what they were thinking. 

 

Viviana nodded, “Good, you understand. You’re still a Summers, stubborn as you are, don’t end up being 

crushed and regretting it too late. You’re still young, can’t you just make up with your family?” 

 

Viviana’s tone softened at the end, as she was still thinking about the gifts she had prepared for Keira. 

 

Chapter 625 

 

Viviana was still fussing over the gifts she was preparing for Keira. Though she had just made a firm 

stance, she ended up caving in. 

 

“Don’t worry, I won’t regret this. As for caving in.” Chloe started turning around as she finished her 

sentence, speaking slowly, “I am not the weakling I used to be.” 

 

Hearing this, Jonah felt a pang in his heart, his eyes moistening. He remembered how Chloe was all 

jittery and cautious after her mother left, and how she pleaded after everything that had happened. It 

felt like it was just yesterday. 

 

Back then, her pitiful look didn’t win her any chances. Chloe now was a completely different person 

from then. 

 

She used to be so humble. Now, she radiated sheer determination. 

 

“Chloe…” Jonah’s voice was full of helplessness. “Don’t worry, even if the Summers family goes broke, 

half of the assets are yours.” 



 

Chloe didn’t say anything and headed to the door. 

 

Seeing Chloe about to leave, Carolina shot up from the couch, asking Jonah loudly without any disguise, 

“What about the company shares? And Keira’s wedding gifts, shouldn’t you mention the shares?” 

 

Jonah was so angry he was out of breath, “Carolina, I’m not dead yet! Are you trying to force your way 

to the shares?” 

 

Chloe paused her steps, turned around, and looked at Jonah calmly. Though there wasn’t much emotion 

in his eyes, Jonah couldn’t help but feel pain and touched inside. He knew Chloe was worried about him. 

She was afraid that he couldn’t give out the shares and would be pissed to death by this woman. 

 

“Force my way? It’s only fair! Keira is your granddaughter, and the company is hers to take over anyway! 

You giving her the shares now is perfect timing. What are you thinking, holding onto those shares? Are 

you planning to leave them for this woman?” Carolina said sharply. Her words were harsh and 

unreserved, pointing at Chloe without hesitation. 

 

“What’s wrong with me giving the shares to Chloe? She’s my granddaughter too!” Jonah said. 

 

Carolina scoffed, “You’re still thinking about her! She’s out to revenge on the Summers family, to ruin 

us! And you still want to give her shares, you’re getting confused!” “Then let her ruin our family!” Jonah 

was so angry he was out of breath. Even Chloe, standing so far away, could hear his heavy breathing. 

“Let it be ruined! Better than seeing your greedy, ugly faces!” 

 

Carolina was clearly angry too, “Jonah, don’t twist the facts! I’m trying to protect the Summers family, 

and you are causing trouble here, you…” 

 

“You’re not protecting the Summers family, you’re just satisfying your shallow vanity! I don’t need you 

to protect the family or to prosper it! We’ve been rich and poor! If you can’t handle it, then leave this 

family!” Jonah said. 

 



Carolina was shaking with anger, “Jonah, how can you say such irresponsible things?! You just don’t care 

about our family anymore. Who’s been carrying the burden all these years! Let me ask you, do you want 

to live in poverty? Who in this world would want to live a lifetime with a poor man!” 

 

“If you can’t handle a life of poverty, then leave!” Jonah said. 

 

“You…” Carolina said. 

 

Chapter 626 

 

“Mom, could you give it a rest for a sec? Don’t rile dad up any further!” Nick said, rubbing his throbbing 

temples. 

 

In this family, Carolina might run the show, but Jonah was supposed to be the head honcho. And in this 

house, he was just a nominal ‘leader‘, with zero real decision–making 

 

power. 

 

“Who should be pissed off, him or me? He’s muddling right from wrong, ungrateful, irresponsible, how 

can he be the head of the family?” Carolina said. 

 

Jonah was seething, his eyes bloodshot, “If the Summers family falls apart, it’s all on you! You’re 

autocratic, domineering, full of yourself, can’t tell right from wrong. You think your decisions are all that, 

always believing you can pull the wool over everyone’s eyes, craving attention. Ridiculous!” 

 

“Jonah! You’re just being unreasonable!” Carolina snapped, her temper flaring up again. 

 

“Enough!” A cold voice suddenly cut through Carolina’s outburst. 

 

Chloe, frowning deeply, walked back into the living room, making a beeline for Jonah. 

 



“It seems this family can’t accommodate you if your decisions don’t align with theirs.” Saying this, she 

bent down and forcefully helped Jonah up from the sofa. Jonah’s breathing was heavy, and Chloe could 

feel his body trembling. She gritted her teeth, her heart filled with a mix of sympathy and anger.  

 

“Come with me!” Chloe gripped Jonah’s arm tightly, her voice cold, and dragged him a couple of steps. 

 

Upon seeing this, Keira immediately blocked Chloe’s path. 

 

“Let him go!” Carolina shot Chloe a venomous look. 

 

“Chloe! Let go! This is the Summers family, where do you think you’re taking your grandfather?” Viviana 

said anxiously. 

 

Keira chimed in, “Chloe, what on earth are you doing? Grandpa and grandma are just having a spat. If 

you take grandpa away now, aren’t you afraid of becoming the laughingstock?” 

 

“Slap!” A sharp sound echoed, Keira let out a shriek and toppled onto the sofa! 

 

Everyone was stunned into silence, staring at her. 

 

Chloe withdrew her slightly numb hand, looking down at Keira, “So this is what you’re most worried 

about? A spat? What are they arguing about? Are you blind? Grandpa has always been in poor health, 

now he’s been worked up into this state by Carolina. Have 

 

even one word to defend him? Keira, I don’t know what kind of dirty deal 

 

you’ve struck with Carolina, to have her so wholeheartedly on your side. But if you want to play this 

game, then play it well! Just because grandpa’s words just now sided with me. You’re holding a grudge 

and watching him get this worked up, yet you do nothing! Your dark mentality might fool some people, 

but do you think you can fool me?” 

 



Carolina furrowed her brows, casting a doubtful glance at Keira after hearing this. Nick also glanced at 

Keira, his brows furrowing deeply. 

 

Keira’s gaze became complicated, her mind in a whirl. 

 

“Chloe!” Viviana finally let out a shriek, “You don’t even bother to hide it anymore?! You dare to treat 

Keira like this in front of us! Mom! You see it now, right? She’s going too far, way too far!” 

 

Chapter 627 

 

Carolina was being shaken fiercely by Viviana’s tight grip on her arm, seeking an explanation. 

 

“I’ve got the guts! Just wait and see, the worst is yet to come!” Chloe squinted her eyes, an icy light 

flashing in them, then she started to walk towards the door with Jonah. Keira’s eyes were filled with 

urgency. She thought to herself that she couldn’t let Chloe take grandpa away at this time! Grandpa was 

angry now, if Chloe twisted the truth again, grandpa might just hand over his shares to this despicable 

person! 

 

But if she could understand this, how could Carolina not have thought of it? 

 

In fact, she’d thought of this from the very beginning. Now, how could she let Chloe take Jonah away? 

She blocked their path, staring at them seriously. 

 

“Chloe, I’m telling you, don’t even dream of getting a single share of Pulse Entertainment! You want to 

take your grandpa away, threaten him, snatch the shares from his hands. Don’t think I don’t know your 

game!” Carolina said. 

 

Chloe looked at Carolina, sneering, “You’ve been a couple for decades, and now your first concern is not 

where I’m taking grandpa, but the shares he holds! Carolina, you and Keira are the same, blinded by 

money and power, beyond redemption!”  

 

“He’s your grandpa after all, should I worry that you’ll hurt him? Besides his shares, what else is worth 

you taking him away for?!” Carolina said. 



 

“I’m just worried that staying here will kill him!” Chloe said. 

 

Carolina squinted her eyes, “You sure know how to talk big!” 

 

Chloe took a deep breath, feeling suddenly drained. Talking to a brainless person was just too 

exhausting, “Grandpa, let’s go!” 

 

She ignored Carolina, pulled her gaze back, and turned around. She was ready to leave with Jonah. 

 

“Hold on!” Carolina said. 

 

“Grandpa…” Keira said. 

 

“Dad, you can’t go with her!” Viviana Said. 

 

“Enough!” Jonah, who had been silent all this time, suddenly shouted angrily. He turned around and 

looked at these three women who had turned the Summers family upside down, and let out a cold 

laugh, “Saying Chloe is taking me away for my shares? I don’t even have shares!” 

 

Hearing this, the faces of Carolina, Viviana, and Keira all changed dramatically. 

 

“What do you mean?” Carolina asked sternly, a vicious light in her eyes. 

 

“Because I’ve already given all my shares to Chloe!” Jonah said. 

 

When everyone heard this, the living room fell silent. 

 

Keira was still on the couch, but her fingers were deeply embedded in it. Grandpa had given all his 

shares to Chloe? He’d given all his shares to Chloe?! 



 

That stubborn old man! 

 

Viviana looked helplessly at Carolina, Mom. What…” 

 

Carolina stared at Jonah quietly, “Have you lost your mind?!” 

 

Jonah took a deep breath with his eyes closed, “You can think whatever you want.” 

 

Chloe curled her lips slightly, her cold, mocking eyes swept over their ugly faces, and said, “Actually, I 

don’t really want the shares of Pulse Entertainment. But since grandpa gave it to me, I’ll accept it. If 

you’re interested, Pulse Entertainment is a listed entertainment company, I can sell you 15% of the 

shares. Based on the scale of Pulse Entertainment, 100 million dollars, this is a special offer for you.” 

 

“100 million dollars?! You’re asking for the moon!” Viviana screamed! 

 

She thought to herself that amount should have been Keira’s, now they had to buy it for 100 million 

dollars, had they lost their minds?! 

 

Chapter 628 

 

Chloe gave Carolina a smug smirk, “Drop a cool 100 million on me for the share transfer papers before 

the perfume contest! If you wait till after and your precious granddaughter wins and becomes an 

overnight sensation, Pulse Entertainment will be on the up. At that point, a mere 100 million dollars 

won’t cut it for these shares!” 

 

Carolina and Viviana’s expressions shifted instantly upon hearing this. Chloe sure knew how to hit them 

where it hurt. They were fully confident that Keira would clinch the victory this time around, so they 

went all in, betting all their chips on her. 

 

Once Keira scored big, the value of Pulse Entertainment would skyrocket, becoming incalculable. A 

rough estimate of Pulse Entertainment’s current market value, 15 percent of the shares with 100 

million, was not a low price, but not too high either. 



 

“I’ll be waiting for your decision. Better make it snappy. I’ve got the contest to prepare for. Who knows, 

one of these days I might feel like 100 million is chump change and jack up the price!” Chloe said. 

 

“You…” Carolina was so angry she turned as pale as a sheet, shaking uncontrollably. 

 

“Hmm, I’m having second thoughts. Add another 50 million! Let’s make it 150 million dollars!” Chloe 

said. 

 

Carolina’s face was ashen. 

 

Chloe, leaning on Jonah, took a couple of steps forward. Carolina didn’t budge. 

 

Chloe raised an eyebrow again, “Actually, I think another 50 million is a little too modest.” 

 

Carolina was so mad her eyes were bloodshot, grinding her teeth like she was about to blow her top. 

But in the end, she turned around, making way for Chloe. With a cold laugh, Chloe finally left the 

Summers family with Jonah. 

 

Once they got in the car, Chloe drove off in silence. Jonah opened his mouth to say something, then 

closed it, letting out a deep sigh. 

 

Chloe couldn’t put her disappointment into words. The disappointment she had been feeling towards 

the Summers family for years made her feel both angry and sad. When dealing with the Summers 

family, she had no choice but to play hardball. If they weren’t around, she wouldn’t have to waste her 

energy dealing with them. As for Jonah, she knew he was stuck in the middle between her and Keira. 

The distance between them was real. After all, she had left the Summers family six years ago. 

 

Even though both she and Keira were his granddaughters, Keira had always been by his side over the 

years, and knew how to win people over. It was only natural for them to be close. She knew he had 

every right to favor Keira, but his lack of trust in her all those years ago was something she could never 

forget. 

 



But then again, she wasn’t one to make a big deal out of family matters. All she ever wanted was 

genuine care and concern from her family. She never expected anyone to make sacrifices for her.  

 

Jonah just wanted fairness and justice tonight, and that was enough for her. Nobody was perfect, so 

why should she expect him to be? 

 

The car finally pulled up to Emerald Valley Estates. It was the best place in downtown, with sky–high 

land prices and a demand that outstripped supply 

 

At first, he was a bit skeptical, but when Chloe’s car smoothly drove into Emerald Valley Estates, Jonah 

had no choice but to accept reality. 

 

“Do you live here?” Jonah asked. 

 

Chloe got out of the car, opened the back door, and extended her hand to help Jonah. She heard his 

question, then nodded slightly. “Hmm.” 

 

Jonah looked at her seriously, then asked, “Does your boyfriend live here too?” 

 

Chloe looked at the old man in front of her, who could be considered her only family member in at the 

moment: She hesitated for a moment, closed the car door, then nodded slightly and calmly said, “He’s 

my fiancé.” 

 

Chapter 629 

 

Jonah held his cane tightly, his eyes wide with surprise, “You…” 

 

“The marriage I mentioned tonight wasn’t just to shut Viviana up.” Chloe spoke calmly, a hint of a smile 

playing on her pretty face. 

 

Through the dim light, Jonah saw her expression clearly. 

 



“Are you sure he’s the one?” Jonah asked. 

 

“Yes. There’s no one better than him in this world.” Chloe said. 

 

Jonah clamped his mouth shut, nodded, but was clearly still worried, “This time, be extra careful with his 

character. Good guys are hard to come by these days.” Chloe’s eyes twinkled with amusement, “Yeah, 

he told me the same thing.” 

 

A flicker of surprise crossed Jonah’s face. Even though he himself was a man, he was more aware than 

anyone else because of his experiences. He didn’t consider himself 

 

a good guy, so he wanted to warn Chloe to be cautious. Then he thought, her fiancé must be at a prime 

age, able to speak such honest words to Chloe. 

 

He was quite curious about this man now. 

 

“Let’s go, let’s get in.” Chloe said. 

 

After putting in the password, the door opened successfully, and Chloe helped Jonah to the sofa. 

 

She looked around the living room but didn’t see her fiancé, which was somewhat disappointing. 

 

Then she went into the kitchen and poured a glass of water for Jonah, “It’s late, drink the water and go 

to sleep. The guest room is at your disposal.”  

 

Holding the water in his hand, Jonah sighed, looking somewhat helpless, “You can’t refuse the wedding 

gift. Apart from what your mother left you, I’ll prepare one for you too. But given the Summers family’s 

current financial situation, it might seem a bit shabby compared to your mother’s.” 

 

“That’s more than enough. That fifteen percent of shares is already quite valuable.” Chloe said. 

 



Jonah shook his head in disagreement, but remembering the fifteen percent of shares from earlier, he 

asked, “Are you really planning to sell those shares to your grandma?” 

 

Chloe looked at him, her cold eyes filled with a probing look, “What do you think.” 

 

“With their ugly attitudes, one hundred and fifty million dollars is fair enough. But why do you want to 

sell it? With it, plus the shares you have. Even if the company’s operating rights aren’t in your hands, 

you still have the power to make decisions at the shareholders‘ meeting. If you just sell the shares to 

them, then Pulse Entertainment…” Jonah said. 

 

“Grandpa!” Chloe cut Jonah off, “There’s nothing left to decide about Pulse Entertainment.” 

 

Jonah stared at her, “You’re really going to ruin it?” 

 

Chloe sat on the opposite sofa, took a sip of water, and smiled at Jonah, It’s not me who wants to ruin 

Pulse Entertainment, but the old lady and Keira who are hell–bent on doing it. From the beginning, I 

haven’t done anything excessive to Pulse Entertainment. All the problems are their own doing! Who’s to 

blame for Keira’s image collapse? The agents and artists from Pulse Entertainment were all driven away 

by them. I took them in because I thought they were valuable. And the fact proved me right! Why did 

Jeanette, who was at Pulse Entertainment for five years, never had any breakthrough in her career. 

 

She then became the most popular singer now under my wing? Carolina, in her obsession to promote 

Keira, neglected every other artist in the company. She’s too biased, right?” 

 

Chapter 630 

 

In the end, Jonah could only sigh and shake his head helplessly, “I get it, Pulse Entertainment, she can’t 

keep it up for long.” Chloe just smiled without responding. 

 

The living room quieted down for a moment; every tiny sound could be heard clearly. 

 

She faintly heard footsteps from upstairs. Chloe turned to look, and soon, saw a tall man appear at the 

top of the stairs. 



 

He was dressed in a fancy suit, from downstairs looking up, his long legs were striking. In his hand was 

the white cup Chloe often used in the study, his bent arm revealed 

 

his white shirt. He was born with a noble and elegant air, even without standing high, it could draw 

involuntary admiration. 

 

A hint of surprise flashed in Chloe’s eyes; so Damon was at home. 

 

His eyes became tense when he saw the unfamiliar man on the sofa, and his usually expressionless face 

now seemed a bit serious. 

 

Chloe stood up, walked to the staircase, and waved at him with a smile, “So you’re home! Come down, 

let me introduce him to you.” Damon gave a slight smile, his gaze fell on Jonah. His brows furrowed with 

a hint of displeasure, but he still came downstairs. Chloe took his hand and brought him to the sofa. 

 

Their eyes met, both Damon and Jonah’s gazes held a hint of wariness. 

 

“This is my grandpa.” Chloe said. 

 

Upon hearing this, all the wariness in Damon’s eyes instantly vanished. 

 

Jonah looked at Damon’s calm expression, but felt his mood shift. He couldn’t help but laugh inside. 

 

He studied the handsome man in front of him, his demeanor was noble and elegant, flawless. But his 

strong presence left Jonah a bit disoriented. Chloe didn’t notice their thoughts, and turned to say, 

“Grandpa, this is Damon, my future husband.” 

 

Hearing Chloe introduce him like this, a hint of joy flashed in Damon’s eyes. He happily addressed Jonah, 

“Grandpa.” 

 

Jonah nodded, his gaze stayed on Damon, his eyes filled with confusion. 



 

Damon? 

 

“You. The Harper Group…” Jonah finally spoke up. In this city, there weren’t many people with that 

surname. 

 

Damon nodded, “I’m currently in full charge of the Harper Group.” 

 

A hint of shock flashed in Jonah’s eyes. He looked at Chloe, then at Damon, clearly shocked by this news.  

 

“You, how could you…” He muttered. 

 

In his view, they should have nothing to do with each other. The wealth, power, and background of the 

Harper Group, seemed to have no possible connection with Chloë. Such a background, only a few noble 

ladies in the world could possibly match. 

 

He couldn’t imagine how Chloe ended up with the CEO of the Harper Group! 

 

“Do your elders of the Harper family know about you two getting married?” Jonah asked. 

 

Upon hearing this question, Chloe’s eyelashes quivered slightly. She instinctively tightened her hold on 

Damon’s hand. Although she didn’t say it, she definitely had thought about this question. 


